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Dear Friends,
The Timepiece Collection is pleased to present the eleventh annual Anthology of Time. We are proud to offer you a glimpse into the unique and
exquisite brands we represent. After more than fifteen years in the business, we’re continually impressed with the art, technology, and creative style
in watchmaking. As our portfolio of brands continues to grow, we hope that you progress with us through the journey.
For a long time, men and women have worn watches only to tell time. In today’s hand held computer age, timepieces have evolved to become fashion
statements. They’re worn to match an outfit or communicate personal style. In our persistent effort to truly offer “something for everyone”, we have
added Oris to our collection.
Oris was founded by Paul Cattin and Georges Christian in 1904 in the town of Hölstein, Switzerland. Oris watches are divided into four subsections
including Motor Sport, Aviation, Culture and Diving. The company only produces mechanical watches and is still one of the few Swiss watch companies
to remain independently owned and operated. We are delighted to add Oris to our store!
This year, we have expanded our showroom and added four new shop-in-shops, including Breguet, Breitling, Chopard and Harry Winston. While
expanding our showroom, we’ve been able to expand our brands and offer the widest range of timepieces for everyone from first-time buyers to
the most discriminating collectors. We invite you to join us and view these magnificent collections for yourself either in store or online at our newly
redesigned website which includes our vast selection of preowned timepieces.
Until then, flip the pages to experience what inspires us to offer unmatched access to the world’s most unique timepieces. Discover what inspires you.

Michael Rosenberg
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BREAKING ALL THE RULES
Audemars Piguet entered the annals of horological history in 1972, when it overturned
all prevailing codes with the Royal Oak, a timepiece beyond compare. Its selfwinding
movement with a central rotor is the thinnest in the world, while the piece boasts an
octagonal bezel held by eight hexagonal screws, a dial adorned with a “Tapisserie”
guilloché or engine-turned pattern, and a bracelet perfectly integrated into the case.
Yet beyond its powerful and sporty design, which soon made the Royal Oak an icon

2

in the watchmaking world, the timepiece sparked off another revolution, introducing
steel into the world of Haute Horlogerie and raising it to the ranks of precious metal
at a time when luxury watches were only made of gold.
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1 : Royal Oak Selfwinding, 15450OR.OO.1256OR.01, 37mm, 18kt pink gold case and bracelet, nickel grey dial. $44,100 2 : Royal Oak Selfwinding, 15451OR.ZZ.1256OR.01, 37mm,
18kt pink gold case and bracelet, 40 diamonds in bezel. $48,800 3 : Royal Oak Selfwinding, 15451ST.ZZ.1256ST.01, 37mm, stainless steel case and bracelet, 40 diamonds in bezel.
$22,100 4 : Royal Oak Quartz, 67651OR.ZZ.1261OR.01, 33mm, 18kt pink gold case and bracelet, 40 diamonds in bezel. $37,800 5 : Royal Oak Quartz, 6765SR.ZZ.1261SR.01, 33mm,
stainless steel case, 18kt pink gold bezel, two-toned bracelet, 40 diamonds in bezel. $20,500 6 : Royal Oak Offshore Chronograph, 26231OR.ZZ.D010CA.01, 37mm, 18kt pink gold
case, 32 diamonds in bezel, self-winding. $43,600 7 : Millenary Hand-Wound, 77247BC.ZZ.A813CR.01, 39.5mm, 18kt white gold case, 116 diamonds in bezel and lugs. $30,700
8 : Millenary Hand-Wound, 77247OR.ZZ.A812CR.01, 39.5mm, 18kt pink gold case, 116 diamonds in bezel and lugs. $28,400
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PENNING THE HOROLOGICAL LEGENDS OF TOMORROW
Tradition and avant-garde are inextricably intertwined at Audemars Piguet, as
they unite with a passionate drive to keep alive the ancient savoir-faire that has
been handed down across the generations to create exceptional timepieces
and pen the horological legends of tomorrow. The Manufacture has already
made its mark on watchmaking in this third millennium with its directimpulse escapement and the use of forged carbon to make watch cases.
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9 : Royal Oak Chronograph, 26331OR.OO.1220OR.01, 41mm, 18kt pink gold case and bracelet, self-winding. $56,600 10 : Royal Oak Chronograph, 26331OR.OO.D821CR.01, 41mm,
18kt pink gold case and bezel, brown crocodile strap, self-winding. $38,300 11 : Royal Oak Offshore Chronograph, 264001O.OO.A004CA.01, 44mm, titanium case and black ceramic
bezel, self-winding. $30,400 12 : Royal Oak Offshore Chronograph, 26401RO.OO.A002CA.02, 44mm, 18kt pink gold case, black ceramic bezel, self-winding. $45,900 13 : Royal Oak
Offshore Chronograph, 26470ST.OO.AB20CR.01, 42mm, stainless steel case, brown alligator strap, self-winding. $26,600 14 : Royal Oak Offshore Chronograph, 26470ST.OO.A027CA.01,
42mm, stainless steel case, blue rubber strap, self-winding. $25,600 15 : Royal Oak Offshore Chronograph, 26470ST.OO.A101CR.01, 42mm, stainless steel case, Hornback black
crocodile strap, self-winding. $26,000 16 : Royal Oak Offshore Chronograph, 26470ST.OO.A104CR.01, 42mm, stainless steel case, Hornback grey crocodile strap, self-winding. $26,000
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Blancpain’s native village of Villeret lends its name to the most classic collection
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from the Manufacture. Firmly anchored in tradition, these models personify our

3

4

roots and embody our prime aesthetic choices. The purity of their lines, the clarity
of their dials and the slenderness of their double stepped cases express essentials
with timeless elegance.
Blancpain subtly and constantly reinterprets this collection with a contemporary
face that nonetheless preserves its emblematic aesthetic. Far from representing a
break with tradition, the new models reassert the Manufacture’s enduring attachment to authentic horological values, powerfully confirmed by the introduction of
grand feu enamel dials and blued steel serpentine hands for the calendar display.
The Villeret collection incorporates the results of recent research conducted by
Blancpain in the field of movement making. Under-lug correctors, secured calendar
and moon-phase mechanisms, exceptional power reserves: everything possible is
done to enhance exceptional timepieces such as the Carrousel Phases de Lune or
the unique Calendrier Chinois Traditionnel.
6
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1 : Villeret 8 Day Large Date, 3367-3631-55, 42mm, 18kt red gold case, week, day, and date indication. $34,300 2 : Villeret, 6653Q-1504-55B, 40mm, 18kt white gold case, 65 hr power
reserve, date, retrograde small seconds. $22,500 3 : Villeret Complete Calendar, 6654-1504-55B, 40mm, 18kt white gold case, 72 hr power reserve, complete calendar, moon phases.
$25,700 4 : Villeret, 6652-1127-55B, 40mm, stainless steel, 72 hr power reserve, day, date, small seconds. $10,900 5 : Villeret Moon Phases Calendar, 6106-4628-95A, 29.2mm,
stainless steel, diamonds on bezel, date, moon phases, seconds. $14,500 6 : Bathyscaphe, 5000-36S30-B52, 43mm, unidirectional Desna gold bezel with ceramic insert, 5 day power
reserve, date and seconds. $25,200 7 : Fifty Fathoms, 5015-12B40-O52A, 45mm, brushed titanium case, unidirectional sapphire bezel, 120 hr power reserve, date and seconds.
$15,700 8 : Bathyscaphe, 5000-0240-B52, 43.6mm, satin brushed grey ceramic bezel with ceramic insert, 5 day power reserve, date and seconds. $12,860 9 : Bathyscaphe, 51001127-NAV, 38mm, unidirectional satin brushed steel bezel with ceramic insert, 100 hr power reserve, date and seconds. $9,500
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BREGUET CLASSIQUE 7147
Breguet, the standard-bearer for prestige watchmaking since 1775, introduces the new
Classique 7147 featuring an exquisitely elegant “Grand Feu” enamel dial with a new
sunken subdial. The Classique 7147 demonstrates classicism and tradition, distinguishing Breguet from the rest. Displaying the hallmarks of Breguet watchmaking on the dial
with Breguet Arabic numerals, Breguet blued hands
and caseband fluting, the 7147 continues the brand’s
dedication to timeless beauty.
Best known for revolutionizing horology through
inventions such as the first wristwatch, the tourbillon,
gong-springs, the self-winding watch and other
improvements in precision timekeeping, Breguet
earns its place in history as the most consequential
1

watch brand of modern watchmaking.
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1 & 2 : Classique, 7147BB299WU, 40mm, 18kt white gold, small seconds, enamel dial, self-winding. $21,500 3 : Classique, 7147BR299WU, 40mm, 18kt rose gold, small seconds,
enamel dial, self-winding. $21,000 4 : Classique, 5157BA119V6, 38mm, 18kt yellow gold, balance spring and lever in silicon, self-winding. $17,800 5 : Classique, 7137BB119V6,
39mm, 18kt white gold, power-reserve and moon phase, self-winding. $36,200 6 : Tradition GMT, 7067BRG19W6, 40mm, 18kt rose gold, second time-zone, hand-wound. $39,200
7 : Tradition, 7077BBG19XV, 44mm, 18kt white gold, power-reserve, hand-wound chronograph. $79,700 8 : Tradition, 7097BRG19WU, 40mm, 18kt rose gold, retrograde small
seconds, self-winding. $32,700
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9 : Type XXI Flyback Chronograph, 3817STX23ZU, 42mm, steel, day/night indicator, 12hr totalizer, self-winding. $13,900 10 : Type XXI Flyback Chronograph, 3810ST92SZ9, 42mm,
steel, day/night indicator, self-winding. $13,400 11 : Type XXI Flyback Chronograph, 3810BR929ZU, 42mm, 18kt rose gold, day/night indicator, self-winding. $20,900 12 : Marine,
5817ST925V8, 39mm, steel, large date, self-winding. $15,500 13 : Marine, 5817ST12SM0, 39mm, steel, large date, self-winding. $18,100 14 : Marine, 5827BRZ25ZU, 42mm, 18kt
rose gold, date, seconds subdial, self-winding chronograph. $31,500 15 : Reine de Naples, 8908BA52864D00D, 36.50 x 28.45mm, 18kt yellow gold, 128 diamonds, power-reserve
and moon-phase, mother-of-pearl dial, self-winding. $34,000 16 : Reine de Naples, 8918BB58864D00D, 36.50 x 28.45mm, 18kt white gold, 117 diamonds, mother-of-pearl dial,
self-winding. $36,100 17 : Reine de Naples, 8918BR5T964D00D, 36.50 x 28.45mm, 18kt rose gold, 117 diamonds, mother-of-pearl dial, self-winding. $35,100 18 : Reine de Naples,
8967ST58986, 43 x 34.95mm, steel, mother-of-pearl dial, self-winding. $15,500 19 : Reine de Naples, 8968BRX19860D00, 43 x 34.95mm, 18kt rose gold, anthracite and silvered dial,
self-winding. $27,200 20 : Tradition, 7038BR189V6D00D, 37mm, 18kt rose gold, 68 diamonds, retrograde seconds, self-winding. $38,100
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NEW-WAVE PERFORMANCE
The Superocean II 42 is an inveterate diver’s model combining an ultrasporty look with peerless performance, including water resistance to 500m
(1,650 ft). The rubber-molded fluted unidirectional rotating bezel displays
clearly visible large numerals, a countdown of the last 15 dive-time minutes
and a triangle with a luminescent marker at 12 o’clock. The polished steel

2

4

case frames a black or blue dial and is fitted with a matching rubber strap.
Precision is ensured by a chronometer-certified selfwinding movement.

3
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1 : Superocean II 42, A17365D1|C915|229S|A18S.1, 42mm, steel case, Mariner Blue dial, selfwinding. $3,400 2 : Superocean 44 Special, M1739313|BE92|227S|M20SS.1, 44mm,
black steel case, volcano black dial. $4,980 3 : Superocean Heritage II 46, AB202012|BF74|267S|A20S.1, 46mm, steel case, volcano black dial, rubber Aero Classic strap. $4,075
4 : Superocean Heritage II Chrograph 46, A1332024|B908|152A, 46mm, black case and dial, ocean classic steel bracelet. $5,930
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5 : Chronomat 44, AB011012|BF76|296S|A20D.2, 44mm, selfwinding, steel case, carbon dial, $8,940 6 : Colt Skyracer, X74320E4|BF87|293S|X20S.1, 45mm, SuperQuartz™, Breitlight®
case, volcano black dial. $2,000 7 : Navitimer 01 (46 MM), AB012721|BD09|441X|A20BA.1, selfwinding, rotating bezel, chronograph. $8,215 8 : Transocean Chronograph, RB015212/
G738/740P/R20D.1, 43mm, 18kt rose gold, silver dial. $22,725 9 : Transocean Day & Date, A4531012|G751|739P|A20BA.1, 43mm, steel case, mercury silver dial, brown croc strap.
$5,615 10 : Galactic 29, A7234853/A785/791A, 29mm, stainless steel, mother-of-pearl dial, SuperQuartz movement, diamond bezel. $8,330 11 : Avenger Hurricane 12H, XB0170E4|
I533|282S|X20D.4, 50mm, selfwinding, Breitlight® case, Cobra Yellow dial, chronograph. $8,390 12 : Avenger Hurricane, XB1210E4|BE89|257S|X20D.4, 50mm, selfwinding, Breitlight®
case. $8,390 13 : Emergency, E76325A4|I520|159E, 51mm, the world’s first wristwatch with a built-in dual frequency Personal Locator Beacon (PLB), issues alerts and guides search
and rescue missions. $16,475 14 : Exospace B55, VB5510H2|BE45|235S|V20DSA.2, SuperQuartz movement, LCD digital display. $8,685
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For more than 20 years, the Happy Sport line has delighted fans of chic, sporty
watches. The first of its kind when it was launched in 1993, the concept
combines the nobility of diamonds with steel. Free of any setting, diamonds
frolic between two sapphire crystals, illuminating the entire dial. Each model
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breathes new life to the collection. In the case of Happy Ocean, it’s a sea breeze
that is energizing the Happy Sport universe!
Happy Ocean focuses on a nautical adventure. Combined with a large 40 mm
steel case, the unidirectional rotating bezel with its two-tone blue-turquoise
or blue-raspberry color is inspired by azure blue shades and brightly colored
corals, while featuring a wave-shaped design for easier handling under water.
The screw-down crown is marked with a C and the case-back is engraved with
2

a wave motif. The intense blue dial brings to mind the ocean depths and is
enhanced with a white minutes hand hemmed with blue or raspberry that
glows at night or in dark, deep waters. The hour-markers and hours hands also
illuminate with a blue hue, with all other indications required for diving in
green. Five moving diamonds, like oxygen bubbles or tiny sparkling fish, swim
around this beautiful aquarium. Floating with total freedom and the weightlessness experienced underwater…

7

The brightly colored straps in turquoise or raspberry rubber, adorned with a

10

ripple motif, are designed to withstand the effects of sand and water, as too
is the navy blue NATO strap – a first in Chopard’s ladies’ collections – that is
supplied with the watch.
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1 : Happy Ocean, 278587-3001, 40mm, stainless steel, hours, minutes, seconds, date, floating diamonds, self-winding. $8,780 2 : Happy Ocean, 278587-3002, 40mm, stainless steel,
date, floating diamonds, self-winding. $8,780 3 : Happy Sport 30mm Automatic, 278573-3003, stainless steel, date, floating diamonds, self-winding. $12,750 4 : Happy Sport 30mm
Automatic, 278590-6003, 18kt rose gold, diamond bezel, floating diamonds, self-winding. $13,260 5 : Happy Sport 36mm Quartz, 278582-3003, stainless steel, diamond bezel,
floating diamonds. $14,120 6 : Happy Sport 36mm Quartz, 278582-6001, stainless steel and 18kt rose gold case and bezel, floating diamonds. $6,760 7 : Imperiale 36mm, 3842421006, 18kt white gold, diamond bezel, black mother-of-pearl dial, self-winding. $41,430 8 : Imperiale 36mm, 384822-5003, 18kt rose gold case and bracelet, silver dial, self-winding.
$26,550 9 : Mille Miglia Classic Chronograph, 178588-3001, 39mm, stainless steel case, diamond bezel, self-winding. $12,140 10 : Mille Miglia Classic Chronograph, 168589-3001,
42mm, stainless steel, self-winding. $5,000
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The Manufacture Girard-Perregaux forms part of the elite of Swiss “Haute Horlogerie”.
It has preserved and enriched its unique expertise for over two centuries.
Some of the most innovative watch designs and movements conceived by Constant
Girard in the 19th century, such as the Tourbillon with Three Gold Bridges, are still

4

3

manufactured even today. It is rare for an object to conserve the same relevance

5

of form and function over such a long period. Fervent defenders of the traditional

6

crafts that contribute so much to the beauty of our timepieces, we design and
manufacture our watches, including the movements, in a spirit of perfection
that drives us constantly to push back the limits of achievement. In this
way we have marked the history of watchmaking with a number of
technological breakthroughs.
With its high-precision mechanism, each Girard-Perregaux watch is also a

2

work of art, endowed with the individual character conferred upon it by
the attention dedicated to it by its creators, the micro-engineers and the
master watchmakers. All our collections are the fruit of a subtle alliance
between tradition and cutting-edge technology. Aiming for excellence,
respecting our history, encouraging innovation, promoting exclusiveness:
our philosophy emphasizes expertise and authenticity, but is also fired by
7

emotion and the power to dream.

8

We hope to share our passion for watchmaking with you through our collections.
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1 : Laureato Skeleton, 81015-52-002-52A, 42mm, pink gold case and bracelet, self-winding mechanical. $60,700 2 : Laureato Skeleton, 81015-11-001-11A, 42mm, steel case and
bracelet, self-winding mechanical. $32,000 3 : Laureato 34mm, 80189D11A431-CB6A, steel case, alligator blue strap, blue dial with “Clou de Paris” pattern, diamond bezel, quartz.
$8,800 4 : Laureato 34mm, 80189D11A231-11A, steel case and bracelet, slate-grey dial with “Clou de Paris” pattern, diamond bezel, quartz. $9,600 5 : Laureato 42mm, 81010-11231-BB6A, steel case and black alligator strap, slate-grey dial with “Clou de Paris” pattern, self-winding mechanical. $10,300 6 : Laureato 42mm, 81010-26-232-26A, titanium and
pink gold, slate-grey dial with “Clou de Paris” pattern, self-winding mechanical. $22,600 7 : Neo Bridges, 84000-21-001-BB6A, 45mm, titanium case, black alligator strap, skeleton
dial, self-winding mechanical. $24,000 8 : Tourbillon with Three Gold Bridges 45mm, 99280-52-000-BA6E, pink gold case, black alligator strap, skeleton dial, self-winding mechanical.
$163,000 9 : 1966 Full Calendar, 49535-11-131-BB60, 40mm, steel case, alligator black strap, self-winding mechanical. $10,600 10 : Cat’s Eye Power Reserve, 80486D56A162-56A,
37.84 X 32.84mm, steel and pink gold, silver opaline dial, diamond bezel, self-winding mechanical. $21,000
23
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SENATOR EXCELLENCE PERPETUAL CALENDAR
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5

Excellent premiere of a refined complication
The perpetual calendar is considered one of the most desirable of complications
in the art of watchmaking, and one that is expressive of a wealth of craft
traditions. Its sophisticated mechanisms bear witness to the expertise, manual
dexterity and passion of its developers: a calendar function that assures the
correct constellation of date, weekday and leap year up to the year 2100 A.D.
has every right to proclaim itself eternal. With the Senator Excellence Perpetual
Calendar, Glashütte Original lends this refined complication a particularly
contemporary appearance. At the same time the manufactory maintains the new
standard set by the Calibre 36 and raises it to the highest level of the watchmaker’s
art. The model is thus the most recent highlight in a new generation of timekeepers.
They offer proof of their excellence in the form of a certificate documenting the
exceptional results of extensive in-house testing of each and every watch.

6
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1 : Senator Excellence Perpetual Calendar, 1-36-02-02-05-30, 42mm, 18kt red gold, Panorama Date, month, leap year, and moon phase, automatic. $37,100 2 : Senator Excellence
Panorama Date, 1-36-03-02-05-30, 40mm, 18kt red gold, automatic. $22,900 3 : Senator Excellence Panorama Date Moon Phase, 1-36-04-01-02-30, 40mm, stainless steel, automatic.
$11,700 4 : Senator Chronograph Panorama Date, 1-37-01-03-02-35, 42mm, stainless steel, power reserve display, Super-LumiNova hands and numerals, automatic. $14,900
5 : Senator Moon Phase Skeletonized Edition, 1-49-13-15-04-30, 42mm, 18kt white gold, power reserve display, moon phase, manual winding. $45,000 6 : Sixties Panorama Date,
2-39-47-06-02-04, 42mm, stainless steel, dial hands inlaid with Super-LumiNova, automatic. $9,300 7 : PanoMaticLunar, 1-90-02-42-32-05, 40mm, stainless steel, Panorama Date,
moon phase, automatic. $11,500 8 : PanoMaticInverse, 1-91-02-01-05-30, 42mm, 18kt red gold, Panorama Date, dial hands inlaid with Super-LumiNova, automatic. $29,700
9 : PanoMatic Luna, 1-90-12-03-12-02, 39.40mm, stainless steel, bezel with 64 brilliant-cut diamonds, Panorama Date, moon phase, automatic. $20,400
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PROJECT Z11
Both architectural and technical, the eleventh edition of Harry Winston’s Project Z,
has a unique mechanical personality that is asserted through its
dial. Made of Zalium™, an alloy exclusive to Harry Winston,
Project Z11 has a sporty, yet decisively elegant style. With its
openwork structures, off-centered grid
and large date, the design is based
on an interplaying set of circles and
angles, rigor and flexibility,
durability and lightness. All
of these elements produce a
balanced harmony and create a
timepiece that is made to be worn
2

and admired every day. Its noble

11

automatic movement is enhanced

8

by its quality finishing, adding to the
mechanical spirit of Project Z11.
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1 : Ocean Biretrograde Automatic 42mm, OCEABI42RR001, automatic movement, 18K rose gold, openworked grid in center. $39,400 2 : Ocean Biretrograde Automatic 42mm,
OCEABI42WW002, automatic movement, 18K white gold, 367 brilliant-cut diamonds. $76,900 3 : Project Z11, OCEABD42ZZ001, 42mm, automatic movement, Zalium™, openworked
dial, limited to 300 pieces. $21,800 4 : Emerald, EMEQHM18RR001, 17.7mm x 24mm, quartz movement, 18K rose gold, white satin sunburst dial, white satin double tour strap, 67
brilliant-cut diamonds. $11,000 5 : Emerald, EMEQHM18WW001, 17.7mm x 24mm, quartz movement, 18K white gold, blue satin sunburst dial, blue satin double tour strap, 67
brilliant-cut diamonds. $12,000 6 : Midnight Automatic 29mm, MIDAHM29RR001, automatic movement, 18K rose gold, 72 brilliant-cut diamonds, 1 emerald-cut diamond. $18,700
7 : Midnight Diamond Drops Automatic 29mm, MIDAHM29WW002, automatic movement, 18K white gold, 166 brilliant-cut diamonds, 1 emerald-cut diamond. $24,500 8 : Premier
Moon Phase 36mm, PRNQMP36RR001, quartz movement, 18K rose gold, 104 brilliant-cut diamonds, moon phase. $28,800 9 : Premier Diamond Second Automatic 36mm,
PRNASS36RR001, automatic movement, 18K rose gold, 116 brilliant-cut diamonds and 1 emerald-cut diamond. $38,900 10 : Midnight Date Moon Phase Automatic 36mm,
MIDAMP36WW001, automatic movement, 18K white gold, 130 brilliant-cut diamonds. $30,300 11 : Midnight Diamond Drops 39mm, MIDQMP39WW004, quartz movement,
18K white gold, 305 brilliant-cut diamonds. $30,100

27
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Above all else, the Heure H is a style that does not follow convention. Its case
epitomises a bold and joyful sense of companionship. And now, its capital H is
filled with black or white lacquer. Its dial, varnished in black or white, has also been
treated with lacquer, in this instance translucent so as to better reveal the pigments
it protects. Immediately identifiable, the Heure H offers an interplay of rigorous
stylistic and technical discipline, and creative spontaneity. The beauty of paradox.

3

The strap colours – eight in all – alternate the depth of black or white with the
vibrancy of red, orange, yellow, blue… An interchangeable strap to suit the wearer’s
mood, wish or desire, and available in two versions: the Simple Tour (onceround) and
the Double Tour (twice-round) – a Hermès emblem invented by Martin Margiela.

4

5
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1 : Heure H Small, 044936WW00, 21mm X 21mm, square case in black lacquered steel, black Berenia calf strap, quartz movement. $4,150 2 : Heure H Medium, 044848WW00,
26mm X 26mm, square case in white lacquered steel, white grained calfskin, quartz movement. $4,150 3 : Heure H Medium, 044858WW00, 26mm X 26mm, square case in black
lacquered steel, black Berenia calf strap, quartz movement. $4,150 4 : Heure H Medium, 044851WW00, 26mm X 26mm, square case in white lacquered steel, orange calf strap,
quartz movement. $4,150 5 : Heure H Medium, 044851WW00, 26mm X 26mm, square case in stainless steel, blue calf strap, quartz movement. $4,150

29

This creation was born from a wild desire and a singular vision: that of a man who
invented it by designing a square inside a rectangle. Easier said than done, yet Henri
d’Origny achieved it by drawing inspiration from the Chaîne d’ancre link. Doubtless
because he is a free spirit and because the watch he imagined – despite being more
used to designing Hermès silk scarves – featured such a self-evident aesthetic that

10

it achieved global renown. Its success was further amplified by Martin Margiela’s
novel idea for his very first Hermès runway show in 1998: adding a double-wrap
strap that would later be known simply as the “Double Tour”. Sales rocketed and
the Cape Cod watch became an icon, almost a style in its own right. Everything was
possible; both men and women felt an immediate sense of kinship, doubtless driven

9

by a sense of style and liberty.
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6 : Cape Cod Medium GM, 044239WW00, 29mm X 29mm, brushed steel coated with matte black diamond like coating, double wrap black barenia calf with red burnishing, quartz
movement. $4,300 7 : Cape Cod Medium GM, 044250ww00, 29mm X 29mm, stainless steel, diamond set bezel, 8 diamond hour markers, quartz movement. $7,975 8: Cape Cod Small
PM, 044221ww00, 23mm X 23mm, stainless steel, diamond set bezel, 8 diamond hour markers, quartz movement. $6,850 9 : Cape Cod Small PM, 043765WW00, 23mm X 23mm,
stainless steel, double wrap raspberry alligator strap, quartz movement. $3,325 10 : Cape Cod Medium GM, 043779WW00, 29mm X 29mm, stainless steel, double wrap
sapphire blue alligator strap, quartz movement. $3,550
31

“Hublot? A different way to progress” say those who know this unique Swiss
luxury watch company, where each and every moment moves forward to create
the future at breathtaking speed. A dream, initiated and developed by Hublot’s

2

Chairman Jean-Claude Biver with CEO, Ricardo Guadalupe when they took

3

4

control of the brand in 2004. These two men are responsible for turning the
Hublot brand into a genuine success story in which the King Power, Classic
Fusion, and Big Bang, which recently celebrated its 10th Anniversary with
exciting limited editions, represent the symbols of a constantly evolving tradition.
From in-house watch complications, including award-winning minute repeaters
and tourbillons, to revolutionary materials such as patented scratch resistant Magic
Gold, colored Texalium carbon fiber, and transparent sapphire cases to world class
collaborations such as Ferrari, FIFA™ World Cup, and Italia Independent, Hublot
characterizes itself through the “Art of Fusion” philosophy, bringing tradition
into the future.

5
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1 : Big Bang UNICO Sapphire 45mm, 411.JB.4901.RT, smoked Sapphire crystal case, self-winding chronograph, limited edition of 500. $64,000 2 : Big Bang UNICO Magic Sapphire
45mm, 411.JX.1170.RX, Sapphire crystal case, self-winding chronograph, limited edition of 500. $57,900 3 : Big Bang UNICO Titanium Ceramic 45mm, 411.NM.1170.RX, titanium
case, black ceramic bezel self-winding chronograph. $19,900 4 : Big Bang Ferrari Titanium 45mm, 402.NX.0123.WR, titanium case, self-winding chronograph, limited edition of 1000.
$26,200 5 : Big Bang Gold Ceramic 44mm, 301.PB.131.RX, 18k Red Gold case, black ceramic bezel, self-winding chronograph. $30,400 6 : Big Bang Chronograph 44mm, 301.SX.7170.
LR, stainless steel case and bezel, self-winding chronograph. $12,900 7 : Classic Fusion Aerofusion Chronograph King Gold 45mm, 525.OX.0180.LR, 18kt King Gold case and bezel,
self-winding chronograph. $35,100
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8 : Big Bang One Click Italia Independent Dark Blue Velvet 39mm, 465.CS.277J.NR.1204.ITI17 9 : Big Bang One Click Italia Independent Blue Velvet 39mm, 465.CS.277L.NR.1204.ITI17
10 : Big Bang One Click Italia Independent Purple Velvet 39mm, 465.CS.277V.NR.1204.ITI17, #8, #9, #10, black ceramic case, 52 diamonds, automatic. $19,900 11 : Spirit of Big Bang
Moonphase Titanium 42mm, 647.NX.1137.RX, titanium case, self-winding skeleton movement w/moonphase. $20,600 12 : Spirit of Big Bang Moonphase King Gold 42mm, 647.OX.
1138.RX, 18kt King Gold case, self-winding skeleton movement w/moonphase. $42,400 13 : Big Bang One Click Steel Diamonds 39mm, 465.SX.1170.RX.1204, stainless steel case, bezel
set with 42 diamonds, self-winding. $14,600 14 : Classic Fusion Berluti Scritto Ocean Blue 45mm, 511.NX.050B.VR.BER16, titanium case, Burluti leather dial & strap self-winding, limited
edition of 500. $13,600 15 : Classic Fusion Chronograph Berluti Scritto King Gold 45mm, 521.OX.0500.VR.BER17, 18kt King Gold case, Berluti leather dial & strap, limited edition of 250.
$36,700 16 : Classic Fusion Chronograph Italia Independent Houndstooth King Gold 45mm, 521.OX.2704.NR.ITI17, 18kt King Gold case and bezel, Rubinacci fabric dial, self-winding,
limited edition of 50. $35,100 17 : Classic Fusion King Gold Blue Chronograph 45mm, 521.OX.7180.LR, King Gold case and bezel, self-winding. $30,900 18 : Classic Fusion Chronograph
45mm, 521.NX.1171.LR, titanium case and bezel, self-winding. $10,800 19 : Classic Fusion Titanium Blue 45mm, 511.NX.7170.LR, titanium case and bezel, self winding. $7,700
35

LOVING BUTTERFLY AUTOMATON
The Loving Butterfly Automaton is an astounding masterpiece of watchmaking
and craftsmanship that features an exquisite animated tableau. With just one push
on the crown button, a delicate butterfly gracefully comes to life, pulling a cherub
in an animated chariot. The watch is inspired by the story of Henri-Louis JaquetDroz, who, 242 years ago, created an android automaton, delivering breathtaking
sketches. The sketches included a cherub seated on a chariot pulled by a butterfly,
celebrating love and passion.
As part of the collection of Jaquet Droz automaton watches the Loving Butterfly
Automaton is a rare feat of technical and aesthetic prowess. The exclusive
automaton mechanism, for which two patents are pending, took three years to
develop. The power reserve, maintained with three barrels, manually wound by
using the crown, allows the butterfly to delicately flutter its wings 300 times over
a period of approximately two minutes. Forty hand-engraved parts in 18K white
or red gold, from the small Cupid’s arms and defiant face to the infinitely fragile
legs and antennae of the butterfly, are assembled by hand with incredible meticulousness. The trees, only 0.2 millimeters thick, are individually driven like the hands
of a watch, bringing watchmaking expertise to art: an innovative, patent-pending
technique. The fine gold volumes contrast with the dial in onyx or Polynesian black
mother-of-pearl, making the magic of this timeless scene even more hypnotic.
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1 : Loving Butterfly Automaton, J032533270, 43mm, hand-engraved 18kt gold appliques on dial, hand-wound, with push-button triggering mechanism moving the butterfly’s wings
and wheel of the chariot. $126,000 2 : Grande Seconde Off-Centered Aventurine, J006010271, 39mm, 18kt white gold applied ring, stainless steel case set with 176 diamonds,
self-winding. $17,300 3 : Grande Seconde Quantieme Satin-Brushed Anthracite, J007030248, 43mm, stainless steel case, pointer-type date display, self-winding. $9,500 4 : Grande
Seconde Moon Ivory Enamel, J007533200, 43mm, 18kt red gold, Ivory Grand Feu enamel dial, pointer-type display and moon phases, self-winding. $28,900 5 : SW Steel-Red Gold,
J029037141, 45mm, 18kt red gold and stainless steel, screw-down crown, self-winding. $27,300 6 : Grande Seconde White Ceramic Clous De Paris, J003036540, 44mm, white ceramic
case with 18kt red gold crown and 18kt red gold hands, self-winding, limited edition of 28. $14,600 7 : Petite Heure Minute Relief Seasons, J005024576, 41mm, hand-engraved and
hand-painted white mother-of-pearl dial and 18kt gold bird appliques, 18kt white gold case set with 272 diamonds, self-winding, limited edition of 88. $71,400 8 : Petite Heure
Minute Paillonnee, J005033258, 43mm, 18kt red gold, blue Grand Feu paillonnee-enameled dial, silver opaline center, self-winding, limited edition of 8. $42,000 9 : Petite Heure
Minute Lion, J005033314, 43mm, 18kt red gold, black Grand Feu enamel dial with miniature painting, self-winding, limited edition of 28. $32,200
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THE LONGINES LEGEND DIVER WATCH: PERFORMANCE AND ELEGANCE COMBINED

3

With 185 years of rich history, Longines likes to revisit historical pieces that helped

4

5

it achieve its reputation. An iconic piece from the watchmaking brand’s Heritage
line, the Longines Legend Diver Watch is the reissue of a diving watch from 1960.
While retaining the codes and design typical of the sixties, Longines has put its
current expertise at the service of this contemporary edition to guarantee legibility,
waterproofness and practicality. This watch combines high performance and
timeless elegance. Today, the Swiss watch brand celebrates the 10th anniversary
of this reissue by offering a new version with a Milanese mesh bracelet.
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1 : The Longines Legend Diver, L3.674.4.50.6, 42mm, stainless steel, indexes, digits and hands covered with Super-LumiNova, rotating bezel, automatic. $2,400 2 : The Longines Master
Collection, L2.773.4.78.3, 42mm, stainless steel, chronograph, moon phase, automatic. $3,550 3 : Conquest V.H.P., L3.726.4.76.6, 43mm, stainless steel, digits and hands covered
with Super-LumiNova, perpetual calendar, very high precision, quartz. $1,050 4 : HydroConquest, L3.841.4.56.6, 44mm, stainless steel, rotating unidirectional bezel, digits and hands
covered with Super-LumiNova, automatic. $1,275 5 : The Longines Heritage 1945, L2.813.4.66.0, 40mm, stainless steel case, automatic. $1,800 6 : The Longines Heritage Military,
L2.811.4.53.0, 44mm, stainless steel, numbers coated with Super-LumiNova. $2,050 7 : Longines Symphonette, L2.306.0.83.6, 21.90mm X 34mm, stainless steel, mother-of-pearl dial,
case set with diamonds, quartz. $4,200 8 : La Grande Classique de Longines, L4.513.0.87.6, 29mm, stainless steel, case set with diamonds, mother-of-pearl dial set with 12 diamonds,
quartz. $4,050 9 : Conquest, L3.381.4.76.6, 34mm, stainless steel, moon phase, quartz. $850
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NOMOS Glashütte, one of only a handful of owner-operated watchmaking companies worldwide, crafts fine mechanical timepieces
in Glashütte, Germany. German engineering skill, outstanding product
design (in the traditions of Bauhaus and the Deutscher Werkbund), and
above all Glashütte watchmaking craftsmanship—thanks to these three

1

aspects, NOMOS watches are of the highest quality in every respect.
Furthermore, they have received well over 100 prizes for design and quality.
Whether in the office, at a gallery opening, sports event, or during a rainstorm—
the Aqua series from NOMOS Glashütte is ready for everything that life brings.
Water-resistant to 200 meters, with an extra-robust case from stainless steel and
sapphire crystal glass, these watches are unusually tough. And each of them has
its own character. While white silver plating and Atlantic blue are long established
in the NOMOS color palette, the versions of Club and Ahoi in siren blue and siren
red also bring a fresh touch to the collection; bright blue like the sky over the Côte
d’Azur, and shining red like a buoy floating far out to sea. Thanks to superluminova,
these watches are also perfectly legible in the dark.
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1 : Ahoi neomatik signalrot, 563, 36.3mm, stainless steel and bipartite case, sapphire crystal glass. $4,120 2 : Ahoi Datum signalblau, 554, 40.3mm, stainless steel and bipartite case,
sapphire crystal glass. $4,660 3 : Orion 38, 384, 38mm, stainless steel and tripartite case, sapphire crystal glass. $2,560 4 : Tangente 38 Datum, 130, 37.5mm, stainless steel and
bipartite case, sapphire crystal glass. $2,780 5 : Club 38 Campus Nacht, 736, 38.5mm, stainless steel and bipartite case, sapphire crystal glass. $1,650 6 : Metro Datum Gangreserve,
1101, 37mm, stainless steel and bipartite case, sapphire crystal glass. $3,780 7 : Minimatik nachtblau, 1205, 35.5mm, stainless steel and tripartite case, sapphire crystal glass. $3,800
8 : Ludwig neomatik champagner, 283, 36mm, stainless steel and tripartite, sapphire crystal glass. $3,480
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For over 113 years, Oris has been making purely mechanical watches in Hölstein,
Switzerland. The symbol of Oris mechanicals is the red rotor – it’s a sign of the
natural power that fuels the watches, and a registered trademark. Comprised of
four worlds: Culture, Diving, Aviation and Motor Sport, Oris watches are made for
everyday wear and offer the luxury of common sense. That means Oris provides
their customers the best possible watch for the money, using useful complications
and functional designs. Staying true to a rich heritage, Oris is one of the few Swiss
watch companies to remain independently owned and operated.
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1 : Divers Sixty-Five, 01 733 7720 4055-07 5 21 02, 42mm, stainless steel, luminous indices and hands with Super-LumiNova, automatic. $1,990 2 : Big Crown ProPilot Worldtimer,
01 690 7735 4063-07 1 22 72FC, 44.70mm, stainless steel, grey dial, GMT, automatic. $3,850 3 : Big Crown ProPilot Calibre 111, 01 113 7738 4061-Set 1 23 71FC, 43mm, stainless steel,
grey dial, luminous indices and hands with Super-LumiNova, 10-day power reserve, hand-wound, in-house developed movement. $5,600 4 : Artelier Calibre 113, 01 113 7738 4061-Set 1
23 71FC, 43mm, stainless steel, silver dial, 10-day power reserve, hand-wound, in-house developed movement. $6,300 5 : Williams 40th Anniversary Limited Edition, 01 673 7739 4084Set LS, 40mm, stainless steel, automatic winding chronograph. $3,700 6 : Hammerhead Limited Edition, 01 752 7733 4183-Set MB, 45.5mm, stainless steel, black ceramic bezel, automatic.
$2,750 7 : Aquis Date, 01 733 7730 4135-07 8 24 05PEB, 43.50mm, stainless steel, black ceramic bezel, automatic. $2,000 8 : Aquis Date Diamonds, 01 733 7731 4195-07 5 18 46FC,
36.5mm, stainless steel, 11 diamonds on dial, automatic. $2,300
43

TAG HEUER AUTAVIA: RETURN OF AN ICON
The Autavia, the legendary driver’s chronograph from the Sixties beloved of
collectors, is making a comeback in 2017.
A contraction of AUTomobile and AVIAtion, its name is synonymous with its rotating
bezel, its large snailed counters and the exemplary legibility of its black and white.
Created in 1962, this iconic model celebrates its 55th anniversary in the form of a
neo-retro successor featuring updated functions and a proprietary movement.
Modern yet faithful to its roots, the new generation Autavia channels the spirit
3

of the golden age of motor racing. As innovative as the original, this contemporary
model is the result of an interactive campaign called the “Autavia Cup” run in 2016:
from a choice of 16 vintage models, more than 50,000 web users voted for a reissue

2

of the Autavia “Rindt” worn by the famous F1 driver Jochen Rindt.
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1 : Jack Heuer 85th Birthday Limited Edition – XX/1932, CBE2111.BA0687, 42mm, Heuer 02, silver dial, black bezel, Jack Heuer signature & coat of arms on back. $5,900 2 : Calibre
Heuer 01 Automatic, CAR201U.FC6405, 43mm, Heuer 01 chronograph, brown skeleton dial, brown alligator strap. $5,350 3 : Formula 1 Chronograph, CAZ1010.FT8024, 43mm,
chronograph, black dial, black rubber strap. $1,250 4 : Carrera Calibre 16, CV2A1U.BA0738, 43mm, anthracite dial, bracelet. $4,650
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5 : Formula 1 Calibre 6 Automatic Chronograph, WAZ2014.BA0842, 43mm, seconds subdial, blue dial, steel bezel & bracelet. $1,700 6 : Aquaracer Calibre 5, WAY2013.BA092, 43mm,
automatic, white dial, bracelet. $2,250 7 : Link Calibre 5, WBC2112.BA0603, 41mm, 3 hand auto watch, blue dial. $2,900 8 : Aquaracer Calibre 5, WAY201C.FC6395, 43mm, automatic,
black dial, blue bezel, black nylon strap. $2,500 9 : Carrera Calibre 5, WAR2A11.FC6337, 43mm, Muhammad Ali Special Edition, Ring Master, steel case, rotating flange w/boxing scale,
black perforated leather strap. $3,000 10 : Monaco, WAW131A.FC6177, 37mm, quartz watch, black dial, black gator strap. $1,700 11 : Aquaracer Ladies, WBD1312.BA0740, 32mm,
blue sunray dial, bracelet. $1,400 12 : Aquaracer Ladies, WBD1322.BB0320, 32mm plated yellow gold bezel, white mother-of-pearl dial with diamond markers, steel and yellow gold
plated bracelet. $2,800 13 : Ladies Link, WBC1317.BA0600, 32mm, pink mother-of-pearl dial, bracelet. $1,600 14 : Ladies Monaco, WAW131B.FC6247, 37mm, quartz watch, white
mother-of-pearl dial, white gator strap. $2,350 15 : Carerra Ladies, WBG1351.FC6418, 36mm, black PVD coated steel case, gold bezel black dial, rose gold indices, hands & horns, black
alligator strap. $5,200
47

EXECUTIVE MOONSTRUCK WORLDTIMER
Simplicity through watchmaking eloquence: this new model remains the only
watch to depict the movements of the moon and sun in relation to the Earth, as
well as a map of the tides.
2

4

3

Our solar system is composed of a star, eight planets, 175 satellites, and billions
of particles of interplanetary dust. And yet, human beings spend their whole lives
alongside just two celestial bodies: the sun and the moon. Since the beginning of
time, they have featured in all faiths, embodied in every symbol, and fascinated
every civilization. Their path through the sky, so familiar, and their power over the
tides, are the basis of the new Moon-struck Worldtimer.
Leonardo da Vinci once said that simplicity is the ultimate sophistication. Ulysse
Nardin has made this saying the cornerstone of its philosophy. In its purest definition, the Moonstruck Worldtimer recreates the moon’s orbit and the apparent
movement of the sun around the globe. Its celestial ballet, just as it is seen from
the Earth, is unlike anything an astronomical watch has previously offered. This
intuitive display hides a sophisticated mechanism that provides an unusually
accurate indication of the phases of the moon.
5
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1 : Executive Moonstruck, 1062-113/01, 46mm, 18kt rose gold, astronomical, moon phases, time zone adjustor, self-winding, limited to 100 pieces. $75,000 2 : Marine Tourbillon,
1283-181/E0, 43mm, stainless steel, flying tourbillon, power reserve, self-winding. $28,000 3 : Executive Skeleton Tourbillon, 1713-139/43, 45mm, titanium case and ceramic bezel,
flying tourbillon, 170hr power reserve, manual-winding. $38,000 4 : Marine Chronometer, 1133-210/E3, 43mm, stainless steel, annual calendar, power reserve, self-winding. $12,900
5 : Diver Chronograph, 1502-151-3/93, 44mm, 18kt rose gold, self-winding. $35,000 6 : Classic Sonata, 672-05/92, 44mm, 18kt rose gold, GMT alarm, dual time, self-winding. $42,800
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7 : Classic Hourstriker, 6109-130/E2-PINUP, 43mm, platinum, hourstriker, “Pin Up” miniature painting, self-winding. $119,000 8 : Marine Grand Deck, 6302-300/GD, 44mm, 18kt rose
gold, hand crafted wood marquetry dial, 60 seconds flying tourbillon, jumping hour, manual-winding. $270,000 9 : Classic Dual Time Lady, 3243-222B/93, 37.5mm, stainless steel,
case set with 60 diamonds, night blue dial set with 15 diamonds, time zone setting, self-winding. $13,500 10 : Marine Chronometer Lady, 1182-160C-3C/490, 39mm, 18kt rose gold,
case set with 160 diamonds, white mother-of-pearl dial set with 57 diamonds, 18kt gold elements set with 73 diamonds, self-winding. $39,800 11 : Jade, 3103-125B/E3, 39 x 36mm,
stainless steel, case set with 56 diamonds, self-winding. $14,900
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Zenith is a brand that has been bringing style and substance to the wrists of watchmaking cognoscenti all over the world for more than 150 years. Founded in Le Locle
in 1865 by visionary watchmaker, George Favre-Jacot, the Manufacture Zenith gained
swift recognition for the precision of its chronometers, with which it has won 2,333
4

3

chronometry prizes in a century and a half of existence: an absolute record. Having
earned fame thanks to its legendary El Primero calibre – an integrated automatic
column-wheel chronograph movement launched in 1969 and
endowed with a high frequency of 36,000 vibrations per hour
that ensures short-time measurements accurate to the
nearest 1/10th of a second – the Manufacture Zenith
has since developed over 600 movement variations.
Zenith remains one of a select group of traditional
luxury watch brands to produce all its movements
in-house, the industry’s ultimate accolade of quality.
Engaged in several vintage territories such as classic
cars, Zenith currently offers a collection of exclusive
and ageless finely crafted timepieces designed for
sartorially minded men and women. Zenith’s rich heritage,
tradition, passion and pursuit of excellence reflect the legacy
1

of its slogan “Legends are forever”.
5
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1 : Defy El Primero 21 – 44mm, 95.9001.9004/01.R582, titanium case, central chronograph and power-reserve indication. $9,600 2 : Defy El Primero 21 – 44mm, 95.9000.9004/78.
R582, titanium case, openworked dial. $10,600 3 : Pilot Cronometro Tipo CP-2 – 43mm, 03.2240.4069/21.C774, stainless steel case, chronograph. $7,700 4 : Pilot Cronometro Tipo
CP-2 PuristPro – 43mm, 03.2240.4069/21.C803, stainless steel case, chronograph. $7,700 5 : Pilot Type 20 Extra Special – 40mm, 11.1940.679/91.C807, aged stainless steel case,
slate grey grained dial. $5,700 6 : Pilot Type 20 Extra Special – 40mm, 11.1941.679/94.C814, aged stainless steel case, burgundy grained dial. $5,700 7 : Pilot Type 20 Extra Special
Ton Up – 45mm, 11.2430.679/21.C801, aged stainless steel, slate grey grained dial. $6,700
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8 : Chronomaster El Primero Open – 42mm, 03.2040.4061/69.C496, stainless steel case, chronograph with different colored counters. $8,600 9 : Chronomaster El Primero Full Open
– 38mm, 03.2153.400/78.C813, stainless steel case, openworked dial. $9,600 10 : Chronomaster El Primero Open – 42mm, 03.2040.4061/01.C494, stainless steel case, chronograph.
$8,600 11 : Chronomaster El Primero Open – 42mm, 24.2041.400/01.R576, aluminum case with black ceramic finish, silver sunray dial. $8,700 12 : Chronomaster El Primero Open –
42mm, 24.2041.400/21.R576, aluminum case with black ceramic finish, black sunray dial with silver-toned counters. $8,700 13 : Chronomaster El Primero – Range Rover Velar – 42mm,
24.2042.400/27.R799, tribute to partnership with Land Rover/Range Rover, brushed grey dial with copper details, $8,700 14 : Chronomaster El Primero Tourbillon – Skeleton – 45mm,
49.2520.4035/98.R576, black ceramic case and black elements. $47,600 15 : Chronomaster El Primero Tourbillon – GFJ – 45mm, 49.2520.4805/98.R576, 1st ever tourbillon fusee-chain
calibre, manual-winding. $76,700 16 : Chronomaster Heritage 146 – 38mm, 18.2150.4069/91.C812, 18kt rose gold, slate-grey-toned sunray-patterned dial. $13,400 17 : Elite Chronograph Classic – 42mm, 03.2270.4069/26.C493, 18kt rose gold, slate-grey-toned sunray-patterned dial. $6,700 18 : Elite Chronograph Classic – 42mm, 03.2272.4069/51.C700, stainless
steel, blue-toned sunray-patterned dial. $6,700 19 : Elite Chronograph Classic – 42mm, 18.2270.4069/18.C498, 18kt rose gold, smoked silver-toned to palladium dial. $14,400
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INFORMATION

For any questions or to receive additional information, stop by our store at 58 East Palisade Avenue in Englewood,
NJ, call (201) 894-1825 or e-mail us at sales@thetimepiececollection.com. For updated store hours and Company
information please go to our new website, www.thetimepiececollection.com.

All prices listed in this catalogue are manufacturers’ retail prices and are subject to change without written notice.
The Timepiece Collection, Ltd. is not responsible for any typographical errors found in this catalogue.

RETURN POLICY
All sales are final and deemed specifically ordered goods. Merchandise is not returnable for cash, credit or otherwise,
under any circumstance, unless otherwise stated and agreed. If stated and agreed the item must be returned in its
original packaging, include all warranty materials and must not have been worn or altered in any way.
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